The warm beauty of wood has inspired humanity since the beginning of time. From the elegance of traditional Scandinavian full-scribed log homes, to Europe’s post-modern constructions, to the weathered charm of the seaside homes of the Eastern Coast—wood defines and shapes their unique character. The grain and knots in wood, like the lines in our own faces, express its inherent character and personality.

WHY HIDE THE PERSONALITY OF YOUR WOOD?

Sansin Enviro Stains let the personality of your wood shine through. Where many traditional stains and coatings put a layer between you and your wood, Sansin penetrates deeply, bonding directly with individual wood cells for maximum protection. If you plan on using a naturally beautiful material like wood, why would you cover it up?

INTERIORS
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We’ve harnessed the power of nano technology to create color like you’ve never seen before. An innovative process atomizes the highest quality pigments into tiny particles so incredibly fine – less than a billionth of a meter – that they combine with the protective oils and resins in Sansin Enviro Stains on a molecular level. Once applied to your home or deck, they penetrate deeply, pulling the pigmentation down into the wood for uniform color that is so vibrant and long-lasting it has to be seen to be believed.

INSPIRED BY NATURE

With over 80 choices – including our interior color line-up below – you can be sure of finding the color to suit your every project. For inspiration, our designers simply turned to the everyday miracles of the natural world. And should you have a color in mind that isn’t available in our collection, our custom mixing program lets you bring it to life.

THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR YOUR WOOD
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INTERIORS

See Sansin Interior brochure for finish options.
**NATURALS**
Let the natural beauty of your wood shine through.

**TRANSLUCENTS**
Rich hues that reward the eye.

**SATURATED**
Color that stands out in a crowd.

**ULTRA-SATURATED**
Powerful color that makes wood sing.

---

**WHAT SANSIN PRODUCT SHOULD I CHOOSE?**
You’ve picked a colour – now what product should you use to get the tone and look you want?

- **Naturals**: EN, SDF, Dec or Classic
- **Translucents**: Dec or Classic
- **Saturated**: Dec or Classic
- **Ultra-Saturated**: Classic or Dec

- **Naturals/Ultra-Saturated**: EN or ENS Deep/White Base

---

**WHAT COLOR MATCHING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE?**

- **Naturals**: EN, SDF, Dec or Classic
- **Translucents**: Dec or Classic
- **Saturated**: Dec or Classic
- **Ultra-Saturated**: Classic or Dec

---

Custom colors and color matching available upon request. Color may vary depending on texture, grain, color, porosity and type of wood and may not be exactly as illustrated.
NATURALS
Let the natural beauty of your wood shine through.

WARNER WHITE 14
PALE 10
TAN 16
SUNBURST 19
CAMEL 45
WEATHERED 20

TRANSLUCENTS
Rich hues that reward the eye.

MIDNIGHT WHITE 20
PALE 23
WHITE 23
Lanoire 26
DARK BLUE 26
EXPRESSO 17
SAMOA 27
BLACK 27
MOSSWOOD 28
REDWOOD 30
CHERRY GREY 29
BEECH 29
BRENTWOOD 29

SATURATED
Color that stands out in a crowd.

LIGHT HONEY 15
ESPRESSO 17
AUTUMN GOLD 16
SUEDE 19
CAMEL 45
WHEAT 44
HARVEST GOLD 1105
GUNSTOCK 1106
ROASTED ALMOND 1104
GOLDEN WHEAT 1107
CRIMSON 1108
COPPER 1109

WHAT SANSIN PRODUCT SHOULD I CHOOSE?
You’ve picked a colour – now what product should you use to get the tone and look you want?

- Naturals: DNS, DNS Dec or Classic
- Translucents: Dec or Classic
- Saturated: Classic or Dec
- Ultra-Saturated: Classic, Dec, or DNS Dec
- Ultra Saturated: DNS or DNS Deep/White Base
- Saturated Ultra-Saturated: DNS or DNS Deep/White Base

NATURALS
- Naturals: DNS, DNS Dec or Classic
- Translucents: Dec or Classic

TRANSLUCENTS
- Translucents: Dec or Classic
- Saturated: Classic or Dec
- Ultra-Saturated: Classic, Dec, or DNS Dec

Saturated
- Saturated Ultra-Saturated: DNS or DNS Deep/White Base

ULTRA-SATURATED
Powerful color that makes wood sing.

BENNINGTON 14
BLUE 2077
INDIGO BLUE 77
CULPERS 26 50
SILVER BIRCH 55
BAIN BRUSHED 52
TAN OPAQUE 53
CLAY-COATED ORANGE 54
MARIGOLD 57
SUNSET OPAQUE 55
CRIMSON 58
CREAM 61
SURE SHADOW 61
MOSS GREEN 66
CHESAPEAKE 67
HUNTER GREEN 68
FOREST GREEN 69
SLATE BLUE 71
RED OAK 73
OCEAN BAY BLUE 74
ATLANTIC BLUE 75

Custom colors and color matching available upon request. Color may vary depending on textures, grain, color, porosity and type of wood and may not be exactly as illustrated.
Let the natural beauty of your wood shine through.

**NATURALS**

Rich hues that reward the eye.

**TRANSLUCENTS**

You've picked a colour – now what product should you use to get the tone and look you want?

- **Naturals**: EN, SDF, Dec or Classic
- **Translucents**: Dec or Classic
- **Saturated**: Classic or Dec
- **Ultra Saturated**: Classic, Dec, or SDF

**SATURATED**

Color that stands out in a crowd.

- **Naturals**: EN, SDF, Dec or Classic
- **Translucents**: Dec or Classic
- **Saturated**: Classic or Dec
- **Ultra Saturated**: Classic, Dec, or SDF

**ULTRA-SATURATED**

Powerful color that makes wood sing.

- **Naturals**: EN, SDF, Dec or Classic
- **Translucents**: Dec or Classic
- **Saturated**: Classic or Dec
- **Ultra Saturated**: Classic, Dec, or SDF

Custom colors and color matching available upon request. Color may vary depending on texture, grain, color, porosity and type of wood and may not be exactly as illustrated.
NATURALS
Let the natural beauty of your wood shine through.

TRANSULCENTS
Rich hues that reward the eye.

SATURATED
Color that stands out in a crowd.

ULTRA-SATURATED
Powerful color that makes wood sing.

WHAT SANSIN PRODUCT SHOULD I CHOOSE?
You've picked a color – now what product should you use to get the tone and look you want?

• Naturals: ENS, SDF, Dec or Classic
• Translucents: Dec or Classic
• Saturated: Dec or Classic
• Ultra Saturated: Dec or Classic
• Saturated/Ultra-Saturated: ENS or SDF Deep/White Base

Custom colors and color matching available upon request. Color may vary depending on texture, grain, color, porosity and type of wood and may not be exactly as illustrated.
THE SECRET TO BEAUTIFUL COLOR

We’ve harnessed the power of nano technology to create color like you’ve never seen before. An innovative process atomizes the highest quality pigments into tiny particles so incredibly fine – less than a billionth of a meter – that they combine with the protective oils and resins in Sansin Enviro Stains on a molecular level. Once applied to your home or deck, they penetrate deeply, pulling the pigmentation down into the wood for uniform color that is so vibrant and long-lasting it has to be seen to be believed.

INSPIRED BY NATURE

With over 80 choices – including our interior color line-up below – you can be sure of finding the color to suit your every project. For inspiration, our designers simply turned to the everyday miracles of the natural world. And should you have a color in mind that isn’t available in our collection, our custom mixing program lets you bring it to life.

THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR YOUR WOOD

The warm beauty of wood has inspired humanity since the beginning of time. From the elegance of traditional Scandinavian full-scribed log homes, to Europe’s post-modern constructions, to the weathered charm of the seaside homes of the Eastern Coast – wood defines and shapes their unique character. The grain and knots in wood, like the lines in our own faces, express its inherent character and personality.

WHY HIDE THE PERSONALITY OF YOUR WOOD?

Sansin Enviro Stains let the personality of your wood shine through. Where many traditional stains and coatings put a layer between you and your wood, Sansin penetrates deeply, bonding directly with individual wood cells for maximum protection. If you plan on using a naturally beautiful material like wood, why would you cover it up?

INTERIORS

See Sansin Interior brochure for finish options.